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VERITY CONSULTING WINS 2016 SEVEN SMALL JEWELS AWARD FOR
OUTPERFORMING INDUSTRY
CONSULTING MAGAZINE RECOGNIZES VERITY CONSULTING FOR DELIVERING VALUE TO
CLIENTS AND DISPLAYING EXCEPTIONAL GROWTH
Seattle, WA – Verity Consulting was presented this week with Consulting Magazine’s Seven Small Jewels award. The
award is given to a handful of remarkable firms that have displayed high revenue growth and extraordinary results.
Last year, less than 4% of applying firms received an award.
“We’re honored to receive an award that recognizes Verity as one of the rising stars of the industry,” said Verity CEO
Andrew Cukurs. “Our hard work and experience have delivered results for numerous clients, so it’s exciting to see
our talented consultants earning industry recognition as well.”
Verity Consulting was founded in 2008 and has expanded rapidly. Last year, Verity grew revenue year-over-year by
81% to $8.7 million. Companies of all sizes look to Verity for strategic insight and an ability to deliver on challenging
projects.
Today, Verity offers deep expertise in six areas: Strategy & Value, Process Improvement, Change Leadership,
Program Management, Product Innovation, and Technology Implementation. These competencies continue to fuel
Verity’s rapid growth.
“Clients are yearning for more sophisticated support in navigating the disruptive forces hitting all industries,”
Cukurs added. “We offer a tangible, technologically-enabled suite of services to enable our clients to achieve their
aspirations.”
Cukurs feels optimistic for continued growth. “We’ve attracted a great team, and working together we continue to
thrive. We’re making significant investments in scaling our model, and we’re already seeing positive returns. ”

About Verity Consulting:
Verity Consulting, Inc. was founded in 2008 with a vision of “making strategy real.” Verity brings innovation and discipline
in helping clients of all sizes tackle their toughest challenges. Offices are located in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
and Las Vegas.
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